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A pun quiz of misdefinitions. Numbers in parentheses are letters in the answer; (3 (4) is a charade, a 
seven letter word that splits into a three plus faur letter pun. My mswers are out back. 
1. an Animal Farm community where a top animal (not a pig) runs everything (3-5 4) 
2. something the astute client asks for from his prostitutes (In the movies?) (6 10) 
3. something the male sheep has two of to prove he's the boss of the family (3 4 )  
4. a giant plant that is "married with childrenv-flower children, of course (6 4) 
5. a slow punch (Not necessarily alcoholic, it could come from a cow.) (4) 
6. a donkey and an elephant sighted going out to soirees together (5 7) 
7. my parents getting it on on that crucial night I was conceived (2 10) 
8. Land you can only think about-or does it think about you? (12 8) 
9. intimidation by religious threat over a holy Hindu icon (6 3) 
10. Relax, you're only a sixth of the way down. (3 4 2 3 5) 
11. what's left (of) behind after working your ass off (314) 
12. of solo toe (anagram) -the one in the ad in #32? (415) 
13. a "card" that is very useful, eg to get a straight (9 5) - 
14. a small pack of dogs not allowed out at night (313) 
15. stomach pump a wino and send hir abroad (24) 
16. can't land your airplane-or your conceit (5 2) 
17. the provider of grizzly testimony in court (4 7) 
18. worthless, unmarketable intellectualising (4 7) 
19. a twerp who can't handle his scotch neat (4 4) 
20. a drug that enhances your inventiveness (6 8) 
2 1. devious techniques of softball pitching (9 7) 
22. temporary, jury-rigged psychokinesis (415) 
23. a tiny Islamic temple-a Buddha pest! (8) 
24. nervousness when about to fake it (3 7 )  
25. raise the price for the suckers ("4" 2) 
26. a bra that springs shut on you (5 4) 
27. using ridicule as an argument (1 0) 
28. elephant talk (Republicans?) (5 5) 
29. wliat baby molecules drink (9 7) 
30. use a straw to defy gravity (5 2) 
3 1. A fish punch? Nonsense! (46) 
32. Be ad for toe. (anagram) (416) 
33. a procrastinating lizard (1 15) 
34. a babies' conversation (5 4) 
3 5.  an underground city (3 13) ------- 
3 6. one serve of magic (6) 
